Skillsoft Leadership Development Program
It aims to provide benefit about business management, human management,
innovation, success, management and leadership to employees and managers
from the experiences of the world wide known academicians, idea leaders and
successful business people.
The videos presented in Turkish subtitles are collected under 5 main topics and
below you can see the competences that are supported by those main topics.
Subject Titles
1. Leadership With Skillsoft
This package consists videos that will provide development within the
framework of the qualifications required for today's leaders and makes
recommendations about digital transformation of leadership. This concept
emphasizes effective leadership.
2. Human And Business Management With Skillsoft
You can get the useful information you need to find the right person, to position
them in the right job, to ensure team motivation and personal improvement, and
to create great customer experiences.
3. Tips For Administrators With Skillsoft
In this package, videos will support you for effective management including
communication skills, speaking in front of the community, problem solving skills,
empathy, decision making, correct use of Information Technology, goal setting,
persuasion and change.
4. The Tricks Of Being Good At Your Job With Skillsoft
You can get the suggestions that will bring success to your business, make a
difference, improve yourself and make you better at your business through the
videos in this package.
5. Success And Innovation With Skillsoft
In this package, you can find all the steps of the innovation process and how it
will lead you to success. You can reach contents which supports you within the
scope of the effective leadership about innovation management and success.

Frequently Asked Questions
 What is the total time? How many videos are there?
It takes around 35 hours with a total of 666 videos.
 Who can receive these trainings?
From individual participants to senior employees, everyone can receive these
trainings.
 Can I watch it on mobile devices?
Yes, trainings are mobile compatible.
 Which contents are there?
This programme includes leadership, strategy, professional experiences,
team management, career goals, delegation, risk management, change,
decision making, vision, productivity, customer focus.
 Which trainings are there according to sectors?
It is aimed at various sectors such as manufacturing, service, retail,
automotive, public, energy, IT, food-beverage, logistics, tourism, defense
industry.

